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Abstract

An important aspect of rainfall estimation is to accurately capture extreme events. Commercial microwave links (CMLs) can

complement weather radar and rain gauge data by estimating path-averaged rainfall intensities near ground. Our aim with this

paper was to investigate attenuation induced total loss of signal (blackout) in the CML data. This effect can occur during heavy

rain events and leads to missing extreme values. We analyzed three years of attenuation data from 4000 CMLs in Germany

and compared it to a weather radar derived attenuation climatology covering 20 years. We observed on average twelve times

more blackouts in the CML data than we would have expected from the radar derived climatology. Blackouts did occur more

often for long CMLs, which was an unexpected finding. In conclusion, both the hydrometeorological community and network

providers can consider our analysis to develop mitigation measures.
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Abstract13

An important aspect of rainfall estimation is to accurately capture extreme events. Com-14

mercial microwave links (CMLs) can complement weather radar and rain gauge data by15

estimating path-averaged rainfall intensities near ground. Our aim with this paper was16

to investigate attenuation induced total loss of signal (blackout) in the CML data. This17

effect can occur during heavy rain events and leads to missing extreme values. We an-18

alyzed three years of attenuation data from 4000 CMLs in Germany and compared it19

to a weather radar derived attenuation climatology covering 20 years. We observed on20

average twelve times more blackouts in the CML data than we would have expected from21

the radar derived climatology. Blackouts did occur more often for long CMLs, which was22

an unexpected finding. In conclusion, both the hydrometeorological community and net-23

work providers can consider our analysis to develop mitigation measures.24

Plain Language Summary25

Commercial microwave links (CMLs) are used to transmit information between tow-26

ers of cellphone networks. If there is rainfall along the transmission path, the signal level27

is attenuated. By comparing the transmitted and received signal levels, the average rain-28

fall intensity along the path can be estimated. If the attenuation is too strong, no sig-29

nal is received, no information can be transmitted and no rainfall estimate is available.30

This is unfavorable both for network stability and rainfall estimation. In this study, we31

investigated the frequency of such blackouts in Germany. How many blackouts per year32

are observed in a three year CML dataset covering around 4000 link paths and how many33

are expected from 20 years of weather radar data? We observed on average twelve times34

more blackouts in the CML data than we expected from the radar derived climatology.35

Blackouts did occur more often for long CMLs, which was an unexpected finding. While36

only one percent of the annual rainfall amount is missed during blackouts, the proba-37

bility that a blackout occurs was very high for high rain rates. Both, the hydrometeo-38

rological community and network providers can consider our analysis to develop miti-39

gation measures.40

1 Introduction41

Microwave radiation is attenuated by hydrometeors through scattering and absorp-42

tion processes. For raindrops an advantageous relationship between specific attenuation43

k in dB/km and rainfall rate R in mm/h exists. This power law known as the k-R re-44

lation is close to linear at frequencies between 20 and 35 GHz (Chwala & Kunstmann,45

2019). Commercial microwave links (CMLs) use frequencies from 7 to 80 GHz and thus46

can be used to derive path averaged rainfall intensities by comparing transmitted and47

received signal levels (TSL and RSL) (Uijlenhoet et al., 2018). In theory, the k-R re-48

lation is valid for arbitrary rainfall intensities occurring in the underlying drop size dis-49

tribution simulations. In practice, the measurement of high attenuation values at a given50

transmitted signal level has an upper bound when the signal cannot be distinguished from51

the receiver’s background noise.52

CML rainfall estimates were derived for many countries around the globe, e.g. country-53

wide rainfall estimates from the Netherlands (Overeem et al., 2016), Sri Lanka (Overeem54

et al., 2021), and Germany (Graf et al., 2020). CML-derived rainfall information can be55

used for applications like streamflow prediction, urban drainage modeling, agricultural56

purposes and rainfall nowcasting (Fencl et al., 2013; Smiatek et al., 2017; Stransky et57

al., 2018; Imhoff et al., 2020). Especially for flash flood prediction, precise precipitation58

maxima are of great importance (Cristiano et al., 2017). While rainfall estimates from59

weather radars are known to underestimate high intensities (Schleiss et al., 2020), rain60

gauges lack spatial representativeness (Sevruk, 2006). CMLs can fill this information gap61

by estimating path averaged intensities at path lengths of a few kilometres.62
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Figure 1. a)-d) show TSL and RSL time series during blackout gaps from four CMLs. Rain-

fall intensities are derived from RADKLIM-YW along the CML’s paths. e) gives the minimal and

maximal TSL and RSL values of all 3904 CMLs for the analysed period of three years. f) shows

the distribution of the dynamic range directly calculated from CML signal levels with Equation

1.

Recent studies on the quality of CML rainfall estimates suggest a good agreement63

with radar and rain gauge estimates (Graf et al., 2021; Overeem et al., 2021). However,64

missing periods in the signal level time series might be excluded e.g. when comparing65

CML time series against a path-averaged radar reference or rain gauges. Such periods66

can occur due to hardware failure, maintenance or outages in the data acquisition. Ad-67

ditionally, network providers usually design the hardware in such a way that transmis-68

sion outages due to high attenuation (blackouts) are allowed to occur for a certain amount69

of time per year. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) recommends a min-70

imum availability of 99.99% which would allow up to 52 minutes of total loss of signal71

per year (ITU-R, 2017).72

Rainfall is the prevalent reason for CML signal attenuation. Hence, the amount of73

missing data is in a close relationship with the local rainfall climatology. Because of black-74

outs rainfall estimates from CMLs miss peak intensities, an error which propagates to75

further applications. Figure 1 shows examples of such blackouts in CML attenuation time76

series and the rainfall intensity according to a weather radar reference. To date, it is un-77

clear to which extent rain events are missed due to blackouts.78

Our aim is to answer two questions related to CML blackouts using a country-wide79

CML network in Germany. The first question is how many blackouts each CML is ex-80

periencing in practice and how this affects rainfall estimates. The second question is how81

much blackout time is expected considering 20 years of high-resolution weather radar rain-82

fall climatology and whether this expectation is met in practice.83

2 Data and Methods84

Our analysis was based on observed blackouts within CML data collected in Ger-85

many and a comparison to the expected frequency derived from weather radar clima-86

tology (Sec. 2.1). We detected gaps in CML data that are assumed to be caused by at-87

tenuation (Sec. 2.2) and derived path integrated attenuation values from path averaged88

weather radar rain rates (Sec. 2.3). Note that all calculations were repeated for each CML89

individually.90
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2.1 Data91

CML data has been collected in cooperation with Ericsson Germany. The data ac-92

quisition system described by (Chwala et al., 2016) has been used to record three years93

of instantaneously measured RSL and TSL of 3904 CMLs distributed over Germany (201894

to 2020). The temporal resolution is one minute and the power resolution is 0.3 or 0.495

dBm for RSL and 1 dBm for TSL. 25% of the CMLs have a constant TSL value (e.g.96

Figure 1b). The other 75% use an automatic transmit power control (ATPC), which can97

increase TSL (e.g. Figure 1a,c,d). The CML path lengths range from 0.1 to 30 kilome-98

ters with frequencies from 7 to 40 GHz as shown in Figure 2d). In the context of rain-99

fall estimation, CMLs are characterized by two main features. First, the signal level sen-100

sitivity to rainfall, see e.g. Fig. 7 in Chwala and Kunstmann (2019), which depends on101

the frequency, polarization and path length. Second, the dynamic range of the signal level102

Drange, i.e. the difference between clear sky attenuation and maximum measurable at-103

tenuation. The communication along a CML requires (de-)modulation of information104

onto the carrier frequency. If the RSL is too low, i.e. close to the noise floor of the re-105

ceiver, the error rate for demodulation becomes too large and communication is cut off.106

Datasheets of CML hardware (e.g. from Ericsson (2012)) guarantee a certain error rate107

at defined low RSL values rather than a fixed lower RSL limit where this cutoff happens.108

Therefore, we need to estimate the empirical Drange of each CML as109

Drange = TSLmax −RSLmin − TSLmin +RSLmax. (1)

We removed TSL and RSL outliers outside the intervals [-20 dBm, 50 dBm] and110

[-99 dBm, 0 dBm] respectively. TSLmax and RSLmin were the single lowest (highest)111

value which occurred occasionally during heavy attenuation events. We assumed that112

TSLmin and RSLmax are occurring frequently during clear sky conditions. We used the113

99.995% quantiles of TSL as minimum and of RSL as maximum to avoid that outliers114

distort Drange. With the potentially abrupt onset of heavy rainfall causing a complete115

loss of signal, RSLmin may have been undersampled. Therefore, Drange is assumed to116

be the minimal dynamic range a CML can be expected to have.117

As reference we used RADKLIM-YW (Winterrath et al., 2018) from the German118

Meteorological Service (DWD) which we linearly interpolated from a 5- to a 1-minute119

resolution to match the CML resolution. RADKLIM-YW is a gauge-adjusted, climato-120

logically corrected radar product with a temporal resolution of five minutes and a spa-121

tial resolution of 1 km. The underlying radar precipitation scans have been carried out122

every five minutes. Therefore, the radar rainfall intensities can be considered to be in-123

stantaneous measurements without temporal averaging. The product is composed of 17124

weather radars and adjusted by more than 1000 rain gauges with additive and multiplica-125

tive corrections. The climatological correction accounts for range-dependent underesti-126

mation and radar spokes caused by beam blockage, among others. RADKLIM-YW was127

considered the best and highest resolved rainfall reference for this analysis and was avail-128

able from 2001 to 2020. Following Graf et al. (2020) we derived the path averaged rain129

rate R for each CML as the sum of radar grid cell rainfall intensities ri weighted by their130

lengths of intersection li with a given CML path of total length L as described by Eq.131

2.132

R = 1/L
∑

i

rili (2)

2.2 Detecting blackouts in CML data133

Gaps in CML signal level time series can have various reasons. In this analysis we134

were interested in gaps caused by strong attenuation during heavy rainfall and therefore135

excluded periods which could be attributed to one of the following reasons. Gaps longer136
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than 24 hours were assumed not to be caused by heavy rain events. When more than137

400 CMLs exhibited a gap at the same time, we assumed a partial or complete outage138

of our data acquisition system and excluded the timestep. Gaps occurring during a pe-139

riod where a seven day rolling mean of the RSL was below -60 dBm were removed. For140

these periods we assumed that there is a long term transmission disturbance, i.e. par-141

tial beam blockage, since none of the CMLs in our dataset has a 3 year median RSL be-142

low -60 dBm. Around 0.2% of all RSL values are removed from the analysis by these143

filters.144

In the remaining CML data, gaps are identified as blackouts if either the last valid145

RSL before, or the first valid RSL after this gap was below -65 dBm. Examples of such146

automatically detected gaps are shown in Figure 1a-d). We chose a threshold at -65 dBm147

to separate it from the median RSL levels, which are above -60 dBm for all CMLs in our148

dataset. However, this threshold might need adjustment if our method is applied for CML149

datasets with different characteristics.150

We grouped observed blackouts into reference rainfall intensity bins and computed151

the average amount of observed blackout minutes nobs per year for each CML. In addi-152

tion, nobs was normalized by applying the factor153

favail =
#{ minutes in observation period}
#{ minutes with valid observations} (3)

for each CML to account for missing timesteps in the CML data.154

2.3 Deriving a blackout climatology from radar data155

In theory, a blackout due to heavy rainfall should be expected, whenever the path156

integrated attenuation (PIA) exceeds the CML’s dynamic range Drange. We estimated157

a blackout climatology using 20 years of instantaneous radar measurements. A radar de-158

rived PIA was calculated by individually applying the k-R relation to the rain rate ri159

of the i-th radar grid cell intersected by a CML path. This procedure was chosen over160

applying the k-R relation to the path averaged rain rate to minimize errors due to the161

spatial variability of rainfall along the path as explored by Berne and Uijlenhoet (2007).162

Hence, we calculate163

PIA = 1/L
∑

i

arbi li + waa (4)

using coefficients a and b, derived from the ITU recommendation ITU-R (2005),164

which depend on the CMLs frequency and polarization. The intersection length of CML165

path and radar grid cell i is denoted li. Additionally, a constant waa =3 dB account-166

ing for the wet antenna attenuation (WAA) caused by rain drops on the cover of the CML167

antennas was added (van Leth et al., 2018). We chose a value similar to Leijnse et al.168

(2008); Schleiss et al. (2013). We assumed a high constant value which is reasonable for169

peak rainfall intensities. Whenever PIA was larger than Drange, the CML was expected170

to show a blackout gap. Thus, we derived the cumulative amount of expected blackout171

minutes nex(Drange) as the average amount of timestamps per year where PIA> Drange172

multiplied by five due to the radar’s instantaneous sampling rate of five minutes. We ap-173

plied Eq. 3 to nex according to the radar availability along CML paths. Due to RSLmin174

undersampling, Drange might be higher in reality than estimated. In turn, nex should175

be lower than estimated, i.e. we would expect nobs to be smaller than nex.176

3 Results177

3.1 CML signal levels and dynamic ranges178

The distribution of TSLmin and TSLmax is defined by hardware configuration. The179

distribution of RSLmin and RSLmax depends on TSL, path length and path loss. The180
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Figure 2. a) shows the distribution of the reference rainfall intensities in green. For each bin

the fraction of gaps in the CMLs RSL time series and the fraction of the detected blackout gaps

are shown in light and dark blue. b) and c) show the same for the longest and shortest quartile of

all CMLs, respectively. d) shows the maximal rainfall intensity derived from the CMLs estimated

with the rainfall retrieval methodology from Graf et al. (2020) and Polz et al. (2020). e) shows

the respective maximal attenuation observed at each CML during the analysed three years.
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spread of observed RSLmax is lower than the spread of observed RSLmin. The distri-181

bution of the dynamic range estimate is shown in Figure 1f). The observed Drange was182

on average 40.5 dB with a minimum of 15.2 dB and a maximum of 74.3 dB.183

3.2 Observed CML blackout gaps184

Figure 2a) shows a histogram of path-averaged radar rainfall intensities. The higher185

the path-averaged rainfall intensity the less frequently it occurred. For each bin the frac-186

tion of CML data gaps which were detected as blackout gaps are shown (dark blue). In187

addition, the fraction of all gaps that have not been detected as blackout are shown (light188

blue). Note that gaps that were attributed to, e.g. failure of the data acquisition, have189

been removed. The fraction of gaps is increasing quickly until 50 mm/h and then less190

steep up to 125 mm/h. For very high intensities above 125 mm/h the sample size was191

less than 50 minutes per bin. Therefore, the fraction of all gaps, including detected black-192

out gaps, was getting sensitive to the occurrence of individual events and hence the statis-193

tics were less robust. Overall, around 95% of the gaps during rainfall in the radar ref-194

erence were detected as blackout gaps. This fraction varied for the highest observed rain-195

fall intensities due to the small sample size. Based on the statistics from Figure 2a), CMLs196

missed on average 1% of the yearly rainfall sum during blackout gaps.197

The quartile of long CMLs in 2b) showed a higher fraction of (blackout) gaps. Ad-198

ditionally, path-averaged rainfall intensities are lower on average as longer paths aver-199

age out peak intensities. The quartile of short CMLs shows less (blackout) gaps and higher200

rainfall intensities. This pattern is also visible in 2d) and e) where the maximum instan-201

taneous rainfall intensity and attenuation from each CMLs observations are shown. While202

the maximum attenuation increased with length, the maximum observed path-averaged203

rainfall intensity decreased. The maximum observed rainfall intensity from CMLs with204

600 mm/h (and several events above 250 mm/h all beyond the figures colorscale) is well205

above the maximum intensity of the path averaged reference product. Overall, shorter206

CMLs show less blackouts during heavy rainfall.207

3.3 Expected blackout gaps derived from radar based attenuation cli-208

matology209

Expected PIA values along each CML path were derived using Equation 4 and 20210

years of RADKLIM-YW data. Figure 3 shows path-averaged rain rate and PIA percentiles211

corresponding to the highest 60, five or one minutes per year and the 20-year maximum212

for individual CMLs. The expected PIA was increasing with CML length, while the path213

averaged rain rate was decreasing. The five-minute PIA exceedance level (see Figure 3j)214

was between 10 dB (1st percentile), occurring mostly for shorter CMLs, and 53 dB (99th215

percentile), occurring mostly for longer CMLs. On average, a path-average rain rate of216

42.8 mmh−1 and a PIA of 32.7 dB were exceeded for five minutes per year and a rain217

rate of 17.9 mmh−1 and a PIA of 13.5 dB were exceeded for 60 minutes per year.218

Using the expected PIA values and our estimates of Drange we calculated nex which219

is shown in Figure 4b). The majority of Drange was between 30dB and 50dB with higher220

values for longer CMLs (Figure 4a). Even though Drange was increasing with length, nex221

was also increasing with length.222

3.4 Comparison of observed and expected blackouts223

The amount of observed blackout minutes per year nobs in relation to each CMLs224

frequency and length is shown in Figure 4c). We observed that nobs rose with CML length,225

similar to nex. Longer CMLs missed a higher percentage of the annual precipitation amount226

than shorter CMLs (see Figure 2b) and c). According to nex a 99.99% availability mar-227

gin (as recommended by the ITU which equals less than 60 minutes of blackouts per year)228
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Figure 3. Rainfall and attenuation climatology based on 20 years of RADKLIM-YW. The

path-averaged rain rate exceeded along each CML path of a given length and frequency for at

least 60, five and one minutes per year and the maximum rain rate occurring once in 20 years

are shown in a)-d). Corresponding histograms are given in e)-h). The same climatology for path-

integrated attenuation derived via the k-R relation is given in i)-l) and histograms m)-p).
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Figure 4. Observed and expected blackout minutes against CML length and frequency. Radar

derived path averaged rain rates that exceed the observed Drange (see a) lead to an expected

number of blackout minutes per year and CML (see b). The observed number of blackout min-

utes per CML shown in c) is compared to the expected blackout minutes in the scatter density

plot d), where the blue line corresponds to a 1:1 relation and the orange line corresponds to a 5:1

relation. Outliers in d), i.e. nobs > 100 and nex > 20 are not shown (113 CMLs).

should have been observed for all CMLs. In practice (nobs) the 99.99% margin was ex-229

ceeded for the longest CMLs in each frequency band.230

In Figure 4d), nex is compared to nobs. On average nobs was twelve times higher231

than nex for all CMLs where nex > 0. The average nobs for CMLs where nex = 0 was232

19.4. 95.0% of all CMLs showed more observed blackout minutes than expected, i.e. nobs

nex
>233

1. For 47.6% we observed nobs

nex
> 5 and for 22.8% we observed nobs

nex
> 10. The 99th234

percentiles of nobs and nex were 207.2 and 17.5 minutes which agrees with the average235

increase of observed against expected blackouts.236

4 Discussion237

4.1 Effects of CML length on blackout gaps and network design238

The result that short CMLs have a lower likeliness to experience a blackout gap239

than longer CMLs was unexpected, because the dynamic range increases with CML length240

to account for the increasing PIA. Also, the path-averaging effect results in lower peak241
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intensities of the path-averaged rain rates which decreases the attenuation per kilome-242

ter of CML length.243

We found this difference between short and long CMLs in both our CML dataset244

and our radar-based attenuation climatology. Since observed and expected blackouts are245

based on independent methodological assumptions, we are confident that the effect is246

real. One potential explanation is that the path-averaging effect of peak intensities is over-247

estimated during planning of the CMLs availability, so that longer CMLs experience more248

PIA than expected.249

Our findings show potential to improve planning for future CML installations. Most250

prominently, our results suggest to increase the dynamic range of long CMLs. Our radar-251

based exceedance probability can be used to estimate the potential increase of blackouts252

with CML length on the one hand. The total number of blackouts should be expected253

to be much higher on the other hand, which requires an additional increase of the dy-254

namic range for all CMLs. As the ITU-recommended 99.99% availability was satisfied255

in most cases, this recommendation may be more urgent for hydrometeorological appli-256

cations than network stability.257

4.2 Implications of blackouts on CML rainfall estimation258

Previous studies which compared CML rainfall information against reference data,259

naturally considered blackouts as missing values and little attention was payed to their260

implication on CML rainfall estimation. Our results confirmed that their impact on an-261

nual precipitation sums is in fact low with around 1% .262

However, blackout gaps do impact CML-derived rainfall maps on shorter time scales263

and extreme value statistics in general, because extreme values are lost. The importance264

of this effect is illustrated by Figure 2 which shows the occurrence of blackouts during265

certain radar rainfall rates. The probability of a blackout at path-averaged rainfall in-266

tensities beyond 100mm/h is higher than 40%. To interpret such maximum observable267

path-averaged rainfall rates the path-averaging effect of the CML observation needs to268

be taken into account, which is different from point-like observations.269

Since we observed that shorter CMLs have a much lower probability of blackout270

gaps, there cannot be a general conclusion about the capability of a CML network to cap-271

ture rainfall extremes. We can imagine several possibilities to deal with blackouts ham-272

pering rainfall estimates. For applications requiring estimates of rainfall maxima on high273

temporal scales, only short CMLs could be used. Another solution could be to fill RSL274

during detected blackout gaps with the minimal observable RSL value. Although the275

true maxima cannot be recovered, this could be a reasonable first step to reduce the con-276

siderable underestimation of high rain rates in CML-derived rainfall maps.277

4.3 Underestimation of blackouts through radar-based attenuation cli-278

matology279

Our results also have potential implications for radar rainfall estimates. There were280

more than ten times more observed blackouts than expected from the radar-based cli-281

matology. The underestimation occurs even though our dynamic range estimate is rather282

conservative due to undersampling of RSLmin and the consideration of 3dB WAA. Al-283

though false positive blackout detection can not be excluded with certainty, manual checks284

of the blackout gap detection (see Graf et al. (2022a)) confirmed the correct magnitude285

of observed blackouts for the vast majority of CMLs.286

Therefore, we conclude that radar derived path averaged rain rates and the related287

PIA underestimate extreme values. This is supported by studies reporting that even gauge288

adjusted radar products often underestimate heavy rainfall (e.g. (Schleiss et al., 2020)).289

This underestimation can be explained by the different spatial integration characteris-290

tic of CML and radar and the path averaging of the radar along the CML paths. An-291

other reason for the underestimation are effects that occur in combination with rainfall,292
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e.g. hail, that may lead to unexpected, high attenuation values which may be neglected293

by weather radar rainfall estimates.294

5 Conclusions295

During extreme heavy rain events, CMLs may experience blackouts, i.e., complete296

loss of signal. Our objectives were to determine the impact on rainfall estimation, the297

occurrence of blackouts in a country-wide network of 3904 CMLs and to determine if these298

numbers were consistent with the theoretical blackout time derived from a 20-year cli-299

matology of a high-resolution weather radar product. On average, CMLs experienced300

20 minutes of blackout per year, twelve times more than the radar climatology suggested.301

Shorter CMLs had fewer blackouts in both the observed and theoretically derived data.302

Although the amount of rainfall missed was small compared to annual sums, the observed303

probability of blackouts during path-averaged radar rainfall intensities beyond 100mm/h304

was more than 40%, which impacts rainfall estimates on short timescales. Especially sur-305

prising was the increase of blackouts with CML length. Therefore, we suggest that the306

CML research community should be aware of this limitation and the proposed mitiga-307

tion measures. Finally, this study fills a knowledge gap on the distribution of blackouts308

in CML data and weather radar derived attenuation climatology which can be consid-309

ered in future CML infrastructure planning.310
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